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Abstract—The accurate prediction of the future workload, such
as the job arrival rate and the user request rate, is critical
to the efficiency of resource management and elasticity in the
cloud. However, designing a generic workload predictor that
works properly for various types of workload is very challenging
due to the large variety of workload patterns and the dynamic
changes within a workload. Because of these challenges, existing
workload predictors are usually hand-tuned for specific (types of)
workloads for maximum accuracy. This necessity to individually
tune the predictors also makes it very difficult to reproduce the
results from prior research, as the predictor designs have a strong
dependency on the workloads.

In this paper, we present a novel generic workload prediction
framework, LoadDynamics, that can provide high accuracy
predictions for any workloads. LoadDynamics employs Long-
Short-Term-Memory models and can automatically optimize its
internal parameters for an individual workload to achieve high
prediction accuracy. We evaluated LoadDynamics with a mix-
ture of workload traces representing public cloud applications,
scientific applications, data center jobs and web applications.
The evaluation results show that LoadDynamics have only 18%
prediction error on average, which is at least 6.7% lower than
state-of-the-art workload prediction techniques. The error of
LoadDynamics was also only 1% higher than the best predictor
found by exhaustive search for each workload. When applied
in the Google Cloud, LoadDynamics-enabled auto-scaling policy
also outperformed the state-of-the-art predictors by reducing the
job turnaround time by at least 24.6% and reducing virtual
machine over-provisioning by at least 4.8%.

Keywords-Cloud Computing; Workload Prediction; Long
Short-Term Memory; Self-Optimized Framework; Resource
Management;

I. INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of future workloads, such as the
number of jobs or user requests that will arrive in the next time
interval, has long been recognized as a primary requirement
for effective auto-scaling [1]–[3]. With accurate workload
prediction, users or cloud service providers can design better
auto-scaling policies or VM scheduling managers to properly
provision virtual machines (VM) or containers in advance to
avoid resource over- and under-provisioning, as well as the

negative performance impact from resource cold startup [4],
[5], which may lead to Service Level Agreement (SLA)
violations or excessive cloud usage cost.

However, accurate workload prediction has been a chal-
lenging problem due to the large variations in the workload
patterns (e.g., cyclic, bursty or increasing) across job types [6].
Fig. 1 shows the job workload traces from the Google data
centers [7], Facebook data centers [8] and Wikipedia [9]. As
shown in Fig. 1, the workload patterns drastically vary among
different cloud applications. For example, the Wikipedia work-
load indicates a strong seasonality, while other workloads do
not exhibit any clear periodicity. Moreover, the pattern within
a workload may also change over time, as illustrated by the
high spikes in the first half of the Google workload and the
high fluctuations in the Facebook workload. The large variety
of workload patterns demands that a workload predictor be
tuned and optimized for each workload to ensure high ac-
curacy. The changes within a workload require the predictor
being sophisticated enough to recognize and accurately predict
various patterns within one workload.

Ordinary cloud users, who usually do not have the expertise
in statistics, time series and machine learning, are most likely
hard-pressed to design such sophisticated predictors for their
own workloads [10]. Ideally, a generic workload prediction
framework, which can generate accurate predictors for various
dynamic workloads, should be provided (e.g., by the cloud
service providers) to help ordinary cloud users to maximize
the benefit of auto-scaling.

Workload predictors from prior studies were usually de-
veloped for specific workloads or specific types of work-
loads [11]–[16]. These predictors were not designed to be
generic and usually have low prediction accuracy when applied
to other workloads. Furthermore, the need to hand-tuned
predictors for each (type of) workload also made it difficult
to reproduce the prediction results presented by previous
research. We have also explored a generic workload prediction
framework previously [3]. However, the accuracy of this prior
framework still has room for improvement.
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Fig. 1. Traces for three workloads with different patterns.

In this paper, we present LoadDynamics, a generic workload
prediction framework that can generate highly-accurate work-
load predictors for various dynamic workloads. LoadDynamics
employs the machine-learning (ML) model, Long-short Term
Memory (LSTM) [17], to make predictions. Machine-learning
models, however, cannot automatically produce accurate pre-
dictors for any workloads without proper hyperparameter
tunning, such as tuning the number of layers of the model.
To address this issue and improve the prediction accuracy
for an individual workload, LoadDynamics further employs
Bayesian Optimization to automatically optimize the hyperpa-
rameters of the model trained for each workload. Through this
self-optimization, LoadDynamics is able to generate highly-
accurate predictors optimized for individual workloads. More-
over, unlike ordinary feedforward neural network and many
other machine-learning techniques, LSTM models can track
relatively long-term dependencies in the data, making them
potentially capable of detecting and predicting various patterns
within a workload, given that the hyperparameters are carefully
chosen [18], [19].

We applied the LoadDynamics to 14 workload configura-
tions from four different types of jobs on the cloud. The av-
erage prediction error for the workloads using LoadDynamics
is 18%, showing that LoadDynamics can provide predictions
with high accuracy for various types of workloads with dy-
namic changes. When compared to three state-of-the-art work-
load predictors, LoadDynamics have lower prediction errors by
6.7%, 14.1% and 14.5%, respectively. To demonstrate that the
higher accuracy from LoadDynamics can indeed benefit auto-
scaling, we also implemented a predictive auto-scaling policy
on Google Cloud with LoadDynamics. Experiment results
show that the auto-scaling with LoadDynamics reduced the
average turnaround time of the cloud applications by 24.6%
and 38.1%, when compared to two state-of-the-art predictors.
LoadDynamics can also improve cloud resource efficiency by
reducing VM over-provisioning by 4.8% and 17.2%.

The contributions of this paper include:
1) The design of LoadDynamics, a workload prediction

framework that automatically optimizes its predictors
for individual workloads to provide high accuracy pre-
dictions for various workloads with dynamic changes.
LoadDynamics provides significantly higher accuracy
than state-of-the-art workload prediction techniques.

2) A thorough evaluation of LoadDynamics with 14 work-

load configurations of different patterns and application
types to demonstrate that LoadDynamics can indeed
provide high accurate predictions for various workloads
with dynamic changes.

3) A case study to demonstrate that the highly-accurate
predictions from LoadDynamics can further improve the
effectiveness of auto-scaling on real public clouds.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
formally formulates the workload prediction problem; Sec-
tion III presents the detailed design of LoadDynamics includ-
ing its LSTM model, hyperparameter optimization, and the
workflow; Section IV gives the experimental evaluation of
LoadDynamics; Section V discusses the limitations and future
work; Section VI discusses the related work; and Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MOTIVATION

A. Problem Definition

For a typical cloud system that executes ML train-
ing/inference jobs, HPC applications and serving web requests,
a stream of jobs or requests arrive at different times. This
stream of jobs or requests can be partitioned into time intervals
and described with the number of jobs or requests arrived at
each interval. For instance, the Google workload shown in
Fig. 1a is partitioned into 30 minutes intervals. In the first
30-minutes internal, there were 814k jobs. In the second and
third intervals, there were 757k and 791k jobs, respectively.
The Wikipedia workload in Fig. 1b is also partitioned into 30-
minutes-long intervals, where the first three intervals had 5.4,
5.2 and 4.9 million user requests, respectively.

Consider that at a certain time interval, a user wants to
allocate VMs in advance for the jobs/requests arriving in the
next interval. It is for the best interest of the user to allocate
VMs that can exactly accommodate the jobs/requests at the
next interval. Allocating too few VMs (under-provisioning)
leads to additional VMs being created on-demand after the
jobs/requests already arrive, potentially violating performance
goals. Allocating too many VMs (over-provisioning) results
in some VMs running idle, wasting money. To allocate the
proper number of VMs, the user should know the number of
jobs/requests that will arrive in the next time interval.

In this paper, we address this problem of predicting the
number of jobs/requests that will arrive in the next time
interval(s). For the rest of this paper, we define Job Arrival
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Fig. 2. Prediction errors (MAPE) of several prior predictive methodologies.

Rate (JAR) at an interval as the number of jobs/requests arrived
in that interval. Without loss of generality, assume that at
the (i − 1)’th interval, the JARs at the current and previous
intervals are known, and the JAR for the i’th interval is to
be predicted. To ensure our prediction framework works for
various types of workloads, the JARs at the interval i is
predicted only based on the JARs from previous n intervals.
Let Ji−1 . . . Ji−n denote the actual JARs from the (i − 1)’th
interval to the (i− n)’th interval. Let Pi denote the predicted
JAR at the i’th interval. The prediction problem of Pi can then
be expressed as,

Pi = f(Ji−1, Ji−2, . . . , Ji−n+1, Ji−n) (1)

where f is a predictive model and n is the number of past
JARs used in the prediction. The main task of LoadDynamics
is to determine this function f for each workload. Note that,
an implicit assumption made here is that Ji correlates with and
depends on the previous n JARs, which is typically true for
real workloads [20]. However, the exact number of previous
JARs (i.e., the value of n) that correlates with Ji is workload-
specific. Therefore, the value of n also needs to be determined.

B. Motivation

Fig. 2 shows the prediction errors (MAPE, defined in
Section IV) for the three workloads shown in Fig. 1 using
three different predictive methodologies based on prior studies,
which are CloudInsight [3], CloudScale [1] and the predictor
from Wood et al. [2]. These prediction methodologies were
implemented the configurations recommended by their original
authors. Note that, CloudInsight is an ensemble predictor
that picks the best predictor from a group of predictive
models, such as Random Forest, ARIMA and SVR. Therefore,
CloudInsight represents the best prediction accuracy for the
past research that employed these models.

As the figure shows, none of these existing predictive
methodologies can always achieve less than 50% error for
all workloads. Some of these predictive methodologies were
designed for web workloads with clear seasonal trends. Conse-
quently, they have low accuracy for the non-seasonal data cen-
ter workloads. Such high errors often cause serious resource
under- and over-provisionings. These errors also indicate there
is room and necessity to improve the prediction accuracy.

III. THE DESIGN OF LoadDynamics
A. LSTM and Hyperparameter Optimization

A pattern in a workload can usually be represented with the
long-term and short-term trends/dependencies within the JARs

Ji−n

M

Ji−n+1

M

Ji−1

M T

Cinit Ci−n Ci−n+1 Ci−2

hinit hi−n hi−n+1 hi−2

hi−1 Pi

Fig. 3. Predicting JAR Pi with a one-layer LSTM model.
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Fig. 4. Internal operation of a LSTM cell (M ) at time interval t (t ∈
{i− n, i− n+ 1, . . . , i− 1}).

of continuous time intervals. For example, the long-term trend
(JAR-dependency) of a workload may be that job counts con-
tinuously grow each day, whereas the short-term trend (JAR-
dependency) might indicate that job counts fluctuate following
the time-of-the-day. However, cloud workloads often yield
complex non-linear dependencies which traditional time series
prediction models (e.g., ARIMA and its variants) may not
be able to capture [21]. To capture these trends/depends, we
propose to use Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) network, as
it is developed to efficiently learn long-term dependencies [17].

Fig. 3 shows how the LSTM predicts the JAR at the i’th
interval, i.e., Pi. M represents a trained LSTM cell. C is a
cell memory that serves as a long-term memory for temporal
state information. h is a hidden state outputted from previous
LSTM cell (M ). Given the input sequence 〈Ji−n, . . . , Ji−1〉
of length n, the LSTM network recursively updates values to
obtain Ci−2 and hi−2. Finally, the lost output, hi−1, is fed
into a fully-connected layer T to produce the final output Pi.

Both C and h are determined by the internal operations
of the LSTM cell (M ), which are shown in Fig. 4. Let t be
a general form of time intervals in the LSTM network and
t ∈ {i − n, i − n + 1, . . . , i − 1}. Four gates (it, ft, ot, and
gt) in M calculate the values of Ct and ht by regulating the
amount of information to flow along the network. At time
interval t, the network takes Jt, ht−1, and Ct−1 as input and
updates the memory and gate values as follows:

it = σ(WiJt + Uiht−1 + bi) ,

ft = σ(WfJt + Ufht−1 + bf ) ,

ot = σ(WoJt + Uoht−1 + bo) ,

gt = tanh(WgJt + Ught−1 + bg) ,

Ct = ft � Ct−1 + it � gt ,
ht = ot � tanh(Ct) ,

where � denotes the Hadamard product of two matrices, σ is
the sigmoid function, and Wa, Ua and ba represent the weights
and bias for a gate, respectively. The input gate it determines
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Fig. 5. Predictions errors (MAPE) for the Google workload using various
LSTM modes with different hyperparameters.

how much new information from the input is written to the cell
memory, and the forget gate ft allows the network to erase past
information from Ct−1. The output gate ot controls how much
information is output from Ct. One can control the capacity
of an LSTM network to learn dependencies by adding more
LSTM layers or increasing the number of units (i.e., the size
of memory cell Ct) in an LSTM cell. This control means that
the accuracy of an LSTM network is dependent on the proper
choice of its hyperparameter values, such as the number of
the LSTM layers, the size of Ct and the actual length of the
history (the length n of input sequence).

However, finding a good set of these hyperparameters is a
non-trivial task [10]. For example, when the history length n
is too small, it is difficult for a model to learn a dependency
that spans for a longer period of time. On the other hand, when
n is too large, the model might learn irrelevant dependencies
and suffer from exploding/vanishing gradient problem [22],
resulting in poor prediction accuracy and yielding high com-
putation overhead. A similar issue arises with the size of the
cell memory C (the number of units) and the number of LSTM
layers. The cell memory is represented by a vector C ∈ Rs

of length s. If the size of the C vector and/or the number
of layers are too large, it increases the complexity of the
LSTM model. Complex models typically require larger data
set to train, which may be infeasible to collect in practice.
The increased model complexity may also increase the risk of
overfitting, where the trained LSTM model may correspond
too closely to the training data, losing the ability to reliably
predict future data, which do not necessarily closely resemble
the training data. The increased model complexity may also
lead to higher computational cost. On the other hand, if the size
of the C vector and/or the number of layers are too small, the
class of predictors represented by the LSTM model may not
be able to capture the complex temporal dependencies in the
data, resulting in poor prediction accuracy [23], [24]. Besides
the history length, the cell memory vector size and the number
of layers, a fourth hyperparameter may also significantly affect
the accuracy of the trained LSTM models, which is the size
of the training data batches. Although the batch size does not
affect the internal structure of the LSTM model like the other
three hyperparameters, it may affect the effectiveness of the
training process, and thus affect the accuracy of the trained
model [10]. Therefore, we also consider the batch size as a
hyperparameter in LoadDynamics.

The proper values of the hyperparameters, n (history

length), s (size of C vector), the batch size, and the number
of layers, depend on the workload and need to be determined
before training M . Fig. 5 compares prediction errors (MAPE)
of 100 different LSTM models on the Google workload
(Fig. 1a), where values on x-axis correspond to different
combinations of hyperparameters. It suggests that choosing
a better combination of hyperparameters can lead to three
times reduction in prediction errors. Unfortunately, manually
selecting the best hyperparameters for each workload is infea-
sible given the large variety of workloads and their dynamic
changes. The brute-force search of best hyperparameters is
also impractical due to the combinatorial explosion in the
number of combinations.

To address this challenge, we use Bayesian Optimization to
intelligently search for a better set of hyperparameters for each
workload and/or each portion of a workload [25]. Bayesian
Optimization (BO) searches for the better hyperparameters
with a non-linear regression technique called the Gaussian
Process (GP) [26]. BO is an iterative optimization process.
In each iteration, BO builds a regression model with GP
using the sets of hyperparameters that are already explored
and the accuracy of the LSTM models built with these sets.
The regression model is then used to predict a new set of
hyperparameters that is potentially better. This new set of
hyperparameters is then used to train a new LSTM model,
whose accuracy is evaluated with a cross-validation data set.
After a fixed number of iterations, the best LSTM model found
from these iterations is then chosen as the predictor.

Note that, besides BO, other optimization techniques were
also proposed by prior work to optimize hyperparameters. In
particular, we also experimented with random search and grid
search [27], [28]. However, grid search was less effective than
BO in improving the hyperparameters in our experiments.
Random search could find hyperparameters with similar ac-
curacy as those determined by BO. However, random search
typically had longer execution time than BO in our experience.
Therefore, LoadDynamics was designed to only employed BO.

B. Workflow of LoadDynamics
The general workflow of LoadDynamics is composed of

three phases; (i) the model training, (ii) the hyperparameter
optimization, and (iii) the prediction phase. Corresponding to
these three phases, the past and future JARs in a workload
consist of three parts; (a) the training data set with l samples
used for training the model M and T , (b) the cross-validate
data set with m samples used for hyperparameter optimization,
and (c) the prediction of JAR. The first two parts – (a) and (b)
– are from the past (known) JARs and the third part (c) is for
the future (unknown) JARs. Fig. 6 shows the overall workflow
of LoadDynamics. Note that each rectangle with a number in
Fig. 6 means an internal step in LoadDynamics. Fig. 7 shows
the three parts of the workload JARs.

As Fig. 6 shows, the training phase starts with a randomly
selected set of hyperparameters. This set of hyperparameters
is used to configure an initial LSTM model, which is then
trained using the training data set (step 1). After training, a
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TABLE I
WORKLOADS USED FOR EVALUATION.

Trace Type Intervals (mins)
Wikipeida (wiki) Web 5, 10, 30
LCG HPC 5, 10, 30
Azure (AZ) Public Cloud 10, 30, 60
Google (GL) Data Center 5, 10, 30
Facebook (FB) Data Center 5, 10

new LSTM model A is generated. This model A includes
both a new LSTM model M and a fully-connected layer T ,
as shown in Fig. 3. In step 2, A is then validated using the
JARs in the cross-validation sets. For this validation, for all
the JARs of Ji−1 . . . Ji−m, their corresponding predictions
Pi−1 . . . Pi−m are generated with A. Then the predicted JARs
are compared with the actual JARs to calculated the average
prediction error of A. After the validation, both A and its
prediction error are stored in a database. For step 3, the
hyperparameters of A and its error are also used to select
a new and potentially-more-accurate set of hyperparameters
using Bayesian Optimization from a predefined search space of
possible hyperparameters. The new set of hyperparameters is
then used to configure and train a new LSTM model in step 1.
This train and optimization process is repeated for maxIters
iterations. After these iterations, all of the validated models are
compared, and the model M with the lowest error is selected
as the actual workload predictor f (step 4). This predictor f
is then used to predict future JARs (step 5).

IV. EVALUATION

This section provides the experimental evaluations of Load-
Dynamics. These evaluations focused on the accuracy of
LoadDynamics, as well as its benefits on auto-scaling.

A. Experiment Setup

Workloads. Five workloads from four categories were used to
evaluate LoadDynamics. These workloads are: 1) Wikipedia
(web application) workload from Wikibench [9]; 2) the high
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Fig. 8. Workload Traces for Azure and LCG workloads.

performance computing (HPC) workload from the LCG trace
of the Grid Workload Archive [29]; 3) the public cloud
workload from Microsoft Azure [30]; 4) the data center
workload from Google [7]; and 5) the data center workload
from Facebook [8]. The traces of the Google, Facebook and
the Wikipedia workloads were shown in Fig. 1, and the traces
of the Azure and LCG workloads are shown in Fig. 8. The
characteristics of these workloads are summarized in Table I.
To evaluate whether LoadDynamics works properly at different
time granularity (which may have different workload patterns),
these workloads were evaluated with varying interval lengths.
For the Wikipedia, Google and LCG workloads, the intervals
are 5, 10 and 30 minutes. For the Azure workload, as the
JARs are very small at 5-minute intervals, it is evaluated with
intervals of 10, 30 and 60 minutes. The Facebook workload
is relatively short (just covering one day). To allow enough
training samples, the Facebook workload is only evaluated
with intervals of 5 and 10 minutes. Overall, 14 combinations
of different workloads and intervals were used to evaluate
LoadDynamics. For the rest of this paper, we refer to a
workload with a specific interval as a workload configuration.

Metric. The prediction error is defined as the absolute percent-
age error of each prediction. For each workload configuration,
the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of all prediction
errors is reported. MAPE is formulated as 100%

n

∑
i |

Pi−Ji

Ji
|.



TABLE II
THE 21 PREDICTORS USED IN CLOUDINSIGHT [3] BASELINE.

Category (Preds #) Workload Predictors
Naive (2) mean and kNN

Regression (6) Both local and global regression with linear,
quadratic, and cubic models.

Time-series (7) WMA, EMA, Holt-Winters DES, Brown’s DES,
AR, ARMA, and ARIMA.

ML (6) Linear and Gaussian SVMs, Decision Tree,
Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, and Extra Trees

TABLE III
THE HYPERPARAMETER SEARCH SPACE AND MAXIMUM ITERATIONS OF

OPTIMIZATIONS.

Workload Hist Len (n) C size Layers # Batch #
Wiki

[1-512] [1-100] [1-5] [16-1024]LCC
Azure
Google
Facebook [1-100] [1-50] [8-128]

Baselines. For comparison, we also report the prediction
errors from three state-of-the-art workload predictors, includ-
ing CloudInsight [3], CloudScale [1] and Wood et al. [2].
CloudInsight is an ensemble model that dynamically chooses
the best predictor from a pool of 21 predictors each built
a different modeling techniques. Many of these techniques
were employed by prior work in workload prediction, such
as [13], [15], [16], [31], [32]. All the 21 predictors are listed in
Table II. CloudInsight also dynamically rebuilds its predictors
after every five intervals. CloudScale is based on Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) and a discrete-time Markov chain. It uses
FFT to detect repeating patterns in the workload. The detected
pattern is then used with the Markov chain to predict the
workload. Wood et al. employed robust linear regression to
predict workloads. The model built with the linear regression
is refined online to adapt with changes.
Implementation. LoadDynamics was implemented using Ten-
sorflow 1, Scikit-learn 2 and GpyOpt 3. The training and
inference of LoadDynamics were executed on a 16-core Intel
Xeon Platinum 8153 CPU. For LSTM model training, we
used “mean square error” as the loss function and the Adam
Optimization Algorithm [33] as the optimizer. For Bayesian
Optimization, the Gaussian process [26] were used as the prob-
abilistic model to conduct the regression and the “expected
improvement” [34] was used as the acquisition function to
select the next set of hyperparameters to examine/validate.

The sizes of the training sets (l) and cross-validation sets
(m) are defined as follows. The first 60% JARs of each
workload is set to be the training set, the next 20% is used as
the cross-validation set, and the last 20% is used to test the
accuracy of LoadDynamics.

Using Bayesian Optimization to search for the more-
accurate hyperparameters requires defining the search space.
This search space is expressed as the ranges of the potential

1https://www.tensorflow.org/
2https://scikit-learn.org/
3https://sheffieldml.github.io/GPyOpt/

TABLE IV
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM HYPERPARAMETER VALUES SELECTED BY

LoadDynamics.

Workload Hist Len n c size Layers Batch size
Wiki 35-102 7-98 2-4 18-400
LCG 12-176 5-69 1-4 16-250
Google 5–472 8-99 1-3 18-371
Azure 68-79 8-47 1-4 18-700
Facebook 17-38 1-78 1-4 16-521

hyperparameter values, including the ranges for the history
length (i.e., the value of n), the C vector size, the number of
LSTM layers and the batch size, as discussed in Section III.
Table III gives the ranges of the potential values for each hy-
perparameter. Except for the Facebook workload, all other four
workloads used the same ranges. These ranges are selected as
they are large enough to cover the potentially more-accurate
hyperparameter values. As shown later in the evaluation re-
sults, the best hyperparameters selected by LoadDynamics
were typically smaller than the range maximums. Therefore,
these ranges are likely to be sufficiently large even for the
workloads that are not evaluated in this paper. For the Face-
book workload, as it is short and thus cannot support a large
history length, its ranges for the history length and C vector
sizes were scaled down to be compatible the training data size.
Besides the search space, employing Bayesian Optimization
also requires defining the number of optimization iterations
(i.e., the maxIters Fig. 6). This iteration count represents the
number of hyperparameter sets that will be generated with
the BO. While the more sets generated, the better chance
of finding high accuracy sets, more iterations also take more
execution time. In our implementation of LoadDynamics, the
iteration count was set to 100 for all workloads

B. Evaluation of LoadDynamics’s Accuracy

As stated previously, the workload predictor obtained by
LoadDynamics for each workload was then tested on the
last 20% JARs of the workload for this accuracy evaluation.
The MAPEs of LoadDynamics for the last 20% testing data
are reported in Fig. 9 for each workload configuration. The
MAPEs of the baseline predictors from prior work were also
included in Fig. 9 for comparison. Fig. 9 also includes the
MAPE of the best LSTM predictor for each workload (the bar
labeled with “LSTMBruteForce”) obtained through brute-force
searches in the hyperparameter optimization spaces (similar to
the search spaces shown in Table III). One execution of brute-
force search for one workload might take up to 6 weeks.

As Fig. 9 shows, LoadDynamics can provide highly ac-
curate predictions for the evaluated workload configurations.
The lowest MAPE of LoadDynamics was only 1%, when
predicting for the three Wikipedia configurations. Except for
Azure with 10-minutes intervals, LoadDynamics’s MAPEs
were always lower than those from CloudScale and Wood
et al. predictors. Except for Azure with 10-minutes intervals,
LoadDynamics’s MAPEs were also either lower or similar to
the prediction errors of CloudInsight. On average, LoadDy-
namics’s MAPE is about 6.7% lower than CloudInsight, 14.1%
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Fig. 9. Prediction errors (MAPE) of LoadDynamics and the baseline predictors.

lower than CloudScale and 14.5% lower than the Wood et al.
predictors. CloudScale and the Wood et al. predictor employ
predictive methodologies that were less capable of tracking
complex workload patterns/dependencies, leading to higher
errors than LoadDynamics. CloudInsight employs multiple
predictive techniques to handle various patterns. However,
these predictive techniques in CloudInsight are also heavily
affected by their hyperparameters. As CloudInsight uses fixed
hyperparameters, its accuracy is negatively affected if the fixed
hyperparameters do not fit the current workload. Moreover,
LoadDynamics’s overall average MAPE is only 1% higher
than the average MAPE of the brute-force-searched predic-
tors, suggesting that our hyperparameter optimization method
was capable of determining hyperparameters that are nearly
optimal within the search pace. This near-optimal accuracy
was also obtained with a much lower cost. Comparing to
the 1-day to 6-weeks search time required by the brute-force
search, LoadDynamics only spent at most three hours on each
workload configuration. Note that, the time it took to make
an inference with LoadDynamics’s models was much smaller,
which was less than 4.78ms.

Overall, except for a few cases with 5-min or 10-min
intervals, the majority of LoadDynamics’s MAPEs were less
than 30%. The average MAPE of all 14 workload configura-
tion is only 18%. These low errors show that LoadDynamics
can indeed generate high accuracy predictions for various
types of workloads. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 8, the Google, Facebook, Azure and LCG workloads
all have pattern changes. Even with these pattern changes,
LoadDynamics could still provide high accuracy predictions,
showing the design of LoadDynamics allows it to detect and
predict multiple patterns within one workload.

The highest MAPE of LoadDynamics was 43% for pre-
dicting the Facebook workload with 5-minutes interval and
the Azure workload with 10-minutes intervals (both workload
configurations had 43% error with LoadDynamics). This high
error was mainly caused the relatively low JARs at each 5-
min or 10-min interval. In general, we observed the Load-
Dynamics’s MAPEs were higher when the time interval is
smaller, for the Facebook, LCG and Azure workloads. For
these workloads, smaller time intervals typically have small
JARs. These smaller JARs are more susceptible to the random
burstiness, making them more difficult to predict (random
fluctuations typically lacks track-able patterns/dependencies).
For larger workloads, such as Google and Wikipedia, the
JARs are still fairly large at small intervals. Therefore, their
prediction errors remained low even when predicted at small
intervals with LoadDynamics.

Table IV gives the values of the hyperparameters that
were selected by LoadDynamics (through BO). Due to space
limitations, we could not provide the hyperparameters selected
for each workload configuration. Instead, the minimum and
maximum of the selected hyperparameters of all the intervals
for a workload were reported. As Table IV shows, the selected
hyperparameter values had very high variation, suggesting
that it could be very challenging and time-consuming if the
hyperparameters were to be determined manually. Therefore,
the automatic hyperparameter optimization process provided
by LoadDynamics is indispensable for building accurate and
generic workload prediction techniques. This high variation
also shows the necessity to individually optimize the LSTM
model for each workload. Moreover, for the majority of the
workload configurations, the selected hyperparameter values
were typically below the maximums of the search space,
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Fig. 10. Performance, VM underprovisioning rates and overprovisioning
rates of different prediction techniques.

indicating the search space is likely to be sufficiently large.

C. Evaluation of LoadDynamics with Auto-scaling

To demonstrate that the higher accuracy brought by Load-
Dynamics can indeed improve the performance and resource
efficiency of cloud systems, we applied the LoadDynamics to
an auto-scaling policy that managed the VMs executing in the
Google Cloud. For simplicity, in this auto-scaling evaluation,
we assumed all jobs arrived at the beginning of an interval. The
algorithm of this auto-scaling policy is described as follows.
At each interval, the JAR for the next interval is predicted.
Without loss of generality, assume the next interval is the i’th
interval and Pi is predicted at the (i−1)’th interval. Right after
the prediction, Pi VMs are created in advance in the (i−1)’th
interval with the anticipation that Pi jobs will arrive at interval
i. At the beginning of interval i, arrived jobs are sent to the
created VMs to execute, with one VM for each job. If there are
more than Pi jobs arrive at interval i (i.e., Ji > Pi), then VM
under-provisioning occurs and more VMs will be created on-
demand to accommodate the extra jobs. In this case of VM
under-provisioning, the extra jobs require additional time to
finish due to the VM startup time. If there are fewer than Pi

jobs arrive (i.e., Ji < Pi), then VM over-provisioning occurs
with the extra VMs running idle. In this case of VM over-
provisioning, the extra VMs incur unnecessary costs.

For this auto-scaling evaluation, we used Google Cloud’s
n1-standard-1 VMs, due to financial limitations. Because of
the same cost issue, only a subset of the workloads and
predictive techniques were evaluated. For the workload, only
the Azure workload with 60-minutes intervals was evaluated.
Additionally, to comply with the Google Cloud’s resource
quota and to ensure reasonable experiment cost, the JARs from
the Azure workload were scaled down by 100 times so that at
each interval there were less than 50 jobs arrived (i.e., less than
50 VMs needed to be created at each interval). We verified
that this scale-down of JARs did not affect the predictions
and the accuracy of the evaluated predictive techniques. For

the predictive techniques, only LoadDynamics, CloudInsight
and Wood et al. were evaluated. CloudScale’s accuracy was
similar to the Wood et al. predictor, and was thus dropped for
this evaluation. Cloud Suite’s In-Memory Analytics benchmark
was used as the jobs to execute, mimicking a system serving
machine-learning training and inference requests [35]. At each
time interval, the time it took to finish all arrived jobs were
recorded (i.e., the turnaround time), and the percentages of
the under- and over-provisioned VMs (over the actual required
VMs) were recorded.

Fig. 10 gives the average job turnaround time for all inter-
vals, as well as the average under- and over-provisioning rates.
As the figure shows, the jobs managed under LoadDynamics
finished 24.6% faster than CloudInsight and 38.1% faster
than the Wood et al. predictor. This improved performance
was mainly due to the lower under-provisioning rates under
LoadDynamics, as shown in Fig. 10b. More specifically,
the under-provisioning rate of LoadDynamics was 4% lower
than CloudInsight and 10% lower than the Wood et al.
predictor. Besides performance, LoadDynamics also improved
resource efficiency by having lower over-provisioning rates.
The LoadDynamics’s over-provisioning rate was 4.8% less
than CloudInsight and 17.2% less than the Wood et al. pre-
dictor. These results indicate that the high prediction accuracy
brought by LoadDynamics can indeed translate into actual
performance gains and resource efficiency improvements.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

Other Hyperparameters. In addition to the four hyperparam-
eters explored in this paper, there are other hyperparameters
related to the training and the structure of the LSTM models.
For example, activation functions other than the tanh function
may be used. Other loss functions and training/optimization
algorithms may also affect the accuracy of the trained model.
Although in our experiments, we observed that tuning these
hyperparameters did not improve the prediction accuracy for
the evaluated workloads, these additional hyperparameters
may affect the accuracy of LoadDynamics when it is applied to
other workloads. These additional hyperparameters may also
be optimized with LoadDynamics’s current auto-optimization
process. However, it may take a longer time to build predictors
as the search space is much larger.

Online Adaptive Modeling LoadDynamics may experience
high prediction errors if the workload completely changes to
a new pattern that is not represented by any of the training
data. In such a case, a completely new predictive model needs
to be built to achieve high accuracy predictions. To handle
such cases, LoadDynamics needs to be capable of detecting
that a previously-unobserved new workload pattern occurs. It
also needs to be able to adaptively retrain its model to handle
such drastic pattern changes. We plan to explore this adaptive
variant of LoadDynamics in the future.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of works, proposed to predict diverse
workloads (e.g., job arrival rates, resource demands) from



Cloud [7], [30], [36], HPC/Grid [29], and web applications [9].
The most common approach is to represent such workloads as
time series data so that a set of various time series models has
been applied. i.e., ES/WMA [13], [32], [37]–[39], AR [40]–
[42], ARMA [14], [16], ARIMA [12], [15]. Moreover, ML and
statistical-analysis based approaches (e.g., LR [2], [11], [43],
[44], SVR [31], Random Forest [30], Gradient Boosting [30],
and FFT [1]) have been adopted to forecast future workloads
and to design proactive resource management mechanisms.
However, the workload predictors from prior works tend to
be optimized/trained on workloads of interests. As evaluated
in [6], different predictors yield accurate prediction results
only for particular workloads, indicating that it is very chal-
lenging to apply such predictors to different or unknown
workload patterns due to the lack of generality.

To overcome the limitation from the above approaches,
multi-predictor based approaches have been explored [3], [20],
[45]–[49]. The approaches employed a set of predictors, such
as multiple time series and ML models, and tried to improve
adaptability to different workloads or sudden changes in a
workload by intelligently using/combining the predictors. In
particular, CloudInsight [3] employs any predictors of users’
choice, leverages multi-class regression to estimate the future
accuracy of the predictors, and allocates more weights to the
predictors that perform best in the near future. Unfortunately,
the multi-predictor based approaches need to process several
predictors in parallel, so they have unnecessary computation
overhead for making predictions. Furthermore, the predictors
used in these approaches have to be chosen by the users,
so selecting the predictors used in the frameworks is chal-
lenging for ordinary users who do not have a background
in workload prediction and characterization. Additionally, the
hyperparameter tuning problem also exists in these studies.
Poorly chosen hyperparameters can still negatively affect the
prediction accuracy for these multi-predictor approaches.

Due to the proliferation of deep learning [50], there are
several attempts to apply deep learning models to predict
cloud workloads [51]–[56]. These works are in spirit similar
to LoadDynamics in terms of considering LSTM [17] or
LSTM-variants as a base predictor. Unfortunately, the ap-
proaches commonly have the following drawbacks. First, the
LSTM model is narrowly trained from limited workloads,
often resulting in overfitting to the training dataset, and the
evaluations with real-world traces are not comprehensive.
Also, it is unclear how the approaches tune/update the model
hyperparameters, which often changes the prediction accuracy.
In fact, without knowing these hyperparameters, it becomes
very difficult to reproduce the prediction accuracy from prior
studies. Differing from the prior works, LoadDynamics lever-
ages Bayesian Optimization for the hyperparameter tunning,
thus LoadDynamics becomes more adaptive and can quickly
adjust the LSTM predictor, resulting in effectively address-
ing different cloud workloads. In Section IV, we evaluated
LoadDynamics with multiple workloads from Google, Azure,
HPC, and web applications, and the results showed that
LoadDynamics always outperforms state-of-the-art workload

predictors, indicating that LoadDynamics is generic enough
to handle diverse workloads. Employ model self-optimization
within the LoadDynamics framework also makes it easier to
reproduce the results of LoadDynamics.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the design of LoadDynamics, a
generic workload predictor for cloud computing. The goal
of LoadDynamics is to provide a generic and automated
predictive technique to allow accurate predictions for the
large variety of dynamically-changing workloads that user
applications may experience on the cloud. To achieve this goal,
LoadDynamics employs Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)
models with automatically tuned hyperparameters, allowing
it to build workload-specifically optimized predictors. We
evaluated LoadDynamics with five real-world workload traces
from four types of cloud applications. The evaluation results
showed that the predictors built by LoadDynamics had low
prediction errors for all workloads. The average prediction
error of LoadDynamics is only 18%, which was considerably
lower than state-of-the-art workload predictors. We also ap-
plied LoadDynamics to an auto-scaling policy in a real cloud.
The LoadDynamics-enable auto-scaling reduced turnaround
time by at most 38.1% than state-of-the-art predictors.
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